FIFTH RACE
Presque Isle Downs
September 19th, 2016

Value of Race: $400,600 Winner $240,000; second $80,000; third $40,000; fourth $20,000; fifth $10,000; sixth $6,000; seventh $2,000; eighth $2,000; ninth $200; tenth $200; eleventh $200. Mutuel Pool $125,178 Daily Double Pool $8,884 Exacta Pool $88,329 Superfecta Pool $32,866 Trifecta Pool $54,183 Pick 3 Pool $10,948 Pick 4 Pool $21,246

Last Raced      # Horse               M/Eqt. A/S  W  PP  S%  S  Str  Fin  Jockey  Odds S$  
27Aug16’Sar®  10  Sarah Sis               L  4F  123  10  1  11  11  11  11  Geroux F  10.10 
03Jul16’Sar©  7  Living The Life (IRE)  L  4F  113  6  11  11  11  11  Prat F  3.90 
27Jul16’Sar®  6  Bar of Gold             L  4F  121  5  10  6  6  6  6  Rosario J  5.40 
27Aug16’WO²  2  Elusive Collector       L  4F  112  2  6  6  6  6  6  Contreras L  4.50 
27Aug16’WO³  1A  Cactus Kris            L  5M  123  8  3  3  3  3  3  Villa-Gomez H  a-8.70 
27Aug16’WO³  8  Regina Maria            L  4F  112  11  8  8  8  8  8  Morales P  16.40 
27Aug16’Cy²  4  Meshell                 L  4F  114  8  11  11  11  11  Bravo J  33.20 
27Aug16’Sar®  7  Birdathethwre           L  4F  117  6  10  4  4  4  4  Lanerie C J  3.60 
03Jul16’Bel®  9  Unbridled Courage      L  bf  4F  115  9  2  2  2  2  Ortiz J L  9.70 
30Aug16’Ph²  1A  Cactus Copy            L  3F  112  11  9  10  10  10 10  Martinez W  a-8.70 
30Aug16’Ph¹  11  Disco Barbie            L  6M  118  11  3  3  3  3  Gallardo A A  11.30

a - Coupled: Cactus Kris and Cactus Copy


$2 Mutuel Prices:

10- SARAH SIS .......................... 22.20 10.00 7.00 
5- LIVING THE LIFE (IRE) ............... 5.40 3.60 
6-BAR OF GOLD. ........................... 6.20

$2 EXACTA (10-5) PAID $124.60  $2 SUPERFECTA (10-5-6-2) PAID $249.40  $2 TRIFECTA (10-5-6) PAID $715.60

Dark Bay or Brown Filly, (Mr), by Sharp Humor - Emerald Gal by Gilded Time. Trainer Ingrid Mason. Bred by Catherine Rene White DVM (KY).

SARAH SIS quickly took command, dueled on the turn, drew off in the upper stretch and was all out to last. LIVING THE LIFE (IRE) raced in the middle of the pack, split rivals four-wide into the stretch, was bumped by CACTUS KRIS in the middle of the stretch and finished willingly. BAR OF GOLD was wide while outrun to the stretch, fanned seven-wide into the stretch and passed tiring foes. REGIA MARINA was outrun to the stretch, fanned eight-wide into the stretch and was gamely finished well. UNBRIDLED COURAGE pressed the pace four-wide on the backstretch, dueled three-wide on the turn and tired in the upper stretch. UNBRIDLED COURAGE pressed the pace three-wide on the backstretch, rallied to duel on the turn and tired in the upper stretch. CACTUS COPY was never prominent. DISCO BABIE pressed the pace to the stretch and gave way.

Owners- 10, Joe Ragsdale ;  6, HnR Nothhaft Horse Racing, LLC ;  2, Ivan Dalos ;  1A, Anne L. Walsh ;  4, Godolphin Racing LLC ;  4, Knappzyck, Andrew and Arnold, Douglass S. ;  7, Forum Racing IV ;  9, Luochoo Racing Stables, Inc. ;  11, Anne L. Walsh ;  11, Diane Manning 

Trainers- 10, Ingrid Mason ;  5, Gary Mandella ;  6, John C. Kimmel ;  2, Josie Carroll ;  1A, Ryan D. Walsh ;  8, Eisen G. Hardy ;  4, Jeffery C. Lynn ;  7, Dale L. Romans ;  9, Jeremiah C. Englehart ;  1, Ryan D. Walsh ;  11, Dale Capuano

Breeders- 10, Catherine Rene White DVM (KY);  5, Michael Begley (IRE);  6, Chester Broman & Mary R. Broman (NY);  2, Tail Oaks Farm (KY);  1A, James Paliadlo & Tom Keegan (KY);  8, Darley (KY);  4, Jamm, Ltd. (KY);  7, Lynn Jones & Kathy Jones (KY);  9, Family Broodmares III, LLC (FL);  1, Ryan D. Walsh (KY);  11, Iron County Farms Inc. (KY)

Scratched- Athena(06Aug16ªMnr©)

$2 Daily Double (1-10) PAID $131.60; Daily Double Pool $8,884. 
S1 Pick 3 (4-1-10) Paid $200.70; Pick 3 Pool $10,948. 
S1 Pick 4 (7-4-1-10) Paid $2,044.70; Pick 4 Pool $21,246.
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